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PART I

These submissions are in a form suitable for publication on the internet

FORM OF SUBMISSIONS

PART H

2. This appeal concerns whether. private and confidential letters exchanged between Sir

John KGrr and the Queen (the letters) are "Commonwealth records" for the purposes of

the Archives Act 1983 (Cth) (the Act), "Commonwealth record" being relevantly defined

in s 3 to mean "the property of the Commonwealth or of a Commonwealth institution"

3. Contrary to Ground 2 in the Notice of Appeal, the Full Federal Court did not find

(whether at FFC 1951, 1102j or elsewhere) that the records in issue in this appeal were

"propelty of the Commonwealth" but nevertheless riot "Commonwealtlt records". No

such categoiy of records exists, and the contrary was not suggested by the Full Court

4. In suminary, the letters are not "Commonwealth records" for tlie following reasons. The

property-based definition of "CommonwealtlT record" encompasses only propelty that is

owned under the general law by "tlTe Commonwealth" (meaning the organisations or

institutions of tlTe central goveriTment) (Part V. A). As such, it does not encompass the

letters (or copies thereof), which at general law were owned personally by Sir John (Part

V. B). The Appellant's argument that the Constitution, or special rules relating to the

creation or receipt of propelty while in public office, somehow displace the result at

general law and mean that the Commonwealth owns the letters should be rejected reart

V. C). Finally, the legislative history of the Act confirms that it does not capture

correspondence between the Governor-General and the Queen (Part V. D)

PART 111 SECTION 78B OF THE IUDJCLjRyAcrj903 (CTH)

10

ISSUE AND INTRODUCTION

20

30

40

5 No further notice under s 78B oftlTeIndicioryrlct1903 (Cth) is required

PART IV FACTS

6

50

The facts are sufficiently set out in the reasons of the COLIrts below: TJ 1/1-t281, CAB 9-

22; FFC 14/1-t471, 1491 CAB 77-79. The Respondent takes issue with certain facttial

assertions made by the Appellant at As 1491-t501 and As 15/1-1581, which are addressed

below in parag"anhs 1331-t371
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PART V

A.

7

Archives Act

ARGUMENT

The following features of the Act are important. First, in identifyino the records that the

Act seeks to protect and preserve, the critical term is tlTe "archival resources of the

Coininonwealth". To fall within that term, which is defined in s 3 (2), records must be of

"national significance or public interest" and must relate to one of the subjects identified

in s 3(2)(a)-(e) (subject to the exclusions in (f)-(I)). The archival resources of the

Coininonwealth include both "Commonwealth records and other Inaterial" thereby

acknowledging that records may be of national significance, and may warrant protection

by the National Archives of Australia (Archives), even if they are not "Connnonwealth

records". It is an error to treat the historical importance of records as saying anything as

to their status, or otherwise, as "Conunonwealth records": cf As 1661. As tlie Full Court

Inajority observed, tlTere is no doubt the correspondence between Sir John and tlie Queen

forms part of the archival resources of the Coininonwealtli. But that is not tl\e issue. The

issue is whether the letters are "Commonwealth records": FFC 1141, CAB 70

Second, the definition of "Commonwealth record" in s 3(I) refers to a record that is "the

property of the Commonwealth or of a Commonwealth institution". The definition, on its

terms, utilises a property-based approach and reflects a considered legislative choice,

with prior drafts of the Bill having utilised first an "administrative provenance" I and

later a "custodial", approach. ' The Appellant's submissions disregai'd Parliament's

choice to adopt the property-based definition. Their focus on the connection between the

records and the functions of the Governor-General might have been correct if the Act had

utilised an administrative provenance definition. However, to focus on whether records

were Inade or received in the conduct of the affairs of a public office, in circumstances

where Parliament considered and rejected that approach to defining the records to which

the Act applies, ignores the criterion that Parliament actually enacted: FFC 1861, CAB 88

10

20

8

30

40

50

Which IISed the formula "all records of any kind made or received by an Australian [ie Commonwealth]
Government agency in the conduct of its affairs". A primarily provenance-based definition of
"Commonwealth record" is found, for example, in Part I to the Dictionary of the Evidence Act 1995 (Cth)
See Australian Law Reform Commission, AUSirofio 's Federo/ Record. ' A review of the Archives Act 1983
(1998) (ALRC Report N. 85) (ALRC Report) at t8,131 (exira. tod at FFC t621, CAB 82), rioting that
successive drafts of the Bill in 197475 moved from a provenance definition through a Gustodial definition
("a record that is held in official custody on behalf of the government") to the present property definition

,
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9 The propelty-based definition permeates the legislative scheme. In particular, the Act

gives the Archives significant powers in respect of "Commonwealth records". 3 Yet it

contains no "historic Shipwrecks clause" or other provision for compensation for any

interferences with property rights. No such provision was necessary, because the parts of

the Act that would otherwise authorise interference with fundamental property rights

operate 911.1, { upon property that is ^2:9!^jy^!){ the property of tlTe Commonwealth or a

Commonwealth institution. 4 Exclusive Commonwealth ownership of the "record"s is

required, because otherwise the Act would purport to acquire (without compensation) the

property of any person or entity that had ajoint or several interest in property that was a

"Commonwealth record". At As 1221, the Appellant appears to acknowledge that the

letters will fall within the definition of "Commonwealth record" only if no-one other. than

the Commonwealth has property in them. That apparent aclmowledginent is correct, but

it points against the correctness of the Appellant's submissions that legal possession is

determinative: As 1221. For example, where a record is held in the custody of the

Archives as bailee (eg under s 6(2) of the Act), the Connnonwealth will have "legal

possession" of the thing; yet the bailor will reinain "owner" and retain a reversionary

Interest. 6

to

20

30

10 Third, the stattitory phiase "the property of the Commonwealth or a Commonwealth

institution" is to be given content by the connnon law. This was the conclusion reached

by both the trial judge (TJ11021-[1031,1136], CAB 40,49) aiTdthe FullCourt (FFC1621,

1841-t861, CAB 81~82,87-88), and it is .inbra. .d by both parties in this appeal (As

1/5(c)l, 1221). For that reason, it is critical to examine the common law concerning the

ownership of correspondence, to which we turn shortly

40 3
For instance, s 6(I)(h) confers express power upon the Archives to authorise the disposal or destruction of
"Commonwealth records" (see also us 240)(b) and 25); s 24 makes it an offence to destroy, dispose of,
transfer custody or ownership of, or damage or alter a "Commonwealth record"; s 27 imposes a duty
requiring Commonwealth institutions with custody of "Commonwealth records" and fonning part of the
"archival resources of the Commonwealth" to transfer those records into the "care of the Archives". and s 28

confers upon the Archives a right of inspection of "Commonwealth records" in the fonn of "full and free
access, at all reasonable times"
See, eg, Pi V of the Act, which relevantly concerns d, gg, !I^11/1/11 Commonwealth records coivision 3) and
access to Commonwealtli records coivision 4). See also ss 6(I)(c), (6) and (1) (dealing with copyright not
"owned by the Commonwealth")
The term "record" is relevantly defined in the Act to refer to " a document, or an object, in any form
(including any electronic foam).. ."
Man", , Londo" a"d South Water. n Railway Co (1862) 11 CB NS 850; 142 ER 1029; East West Corp ,
DKBSrlF1912, /S 120031 QB 1509 at 1528 t201,1532-1533 t311-t321 Nan. . LJ; Laws and Brooke LJJ
agreeing)

4

50

5

6
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11 Fourth, the words "property of the Commonwealtl} or of a Commonwealth institution"

(which appear together in paragraph (a) of the definition, notwithstanding that tlTe

definition contains innltiple paragraphs) for. in a composite phrase. That phrase as a whole

delineates the orgaiTisations, institutions and agencies of government upon which the Act

operates. Recognising the uncertain meaning of the tenn "the Conunonwealth" 7 the Act,

like the Constitution itself, sought to "sweep away" potential difficulties concerning legal

personality and to refer to the "organisations or institutions of government in accordance

with the conceptions of ordinary life". 8 As such, the fact that the phi. ase "Commonwealth

institution" is defined to include nori-legal entities is a distractioiT (cf As 1201). The point

is that, I^!s^^!:, the statutory reference to "the Commonwealth" and

"Commonwealth institution" identifies a stable and ascertainable "conception of Ithel

central Government".' The composite phrase marl<s out the "property" upon which t}Te

Act operates, which the Act assumes, O will ordinarily be in the custody of a

"Commonwealth institution" (as is ITot surprising given the definition of that term

substantially overlaps with the ordinary meaning of "the CommonwealtlT")

The manner in which the Act marks otit the property to which it applies draws a

distinction between the institutions themselves and the office holders who comprise o1

are associated with those institutions: the "official establishment" as opposed to the

Governor-General (para (a) of the definition of "Commonwealth institution"); the

Executive Council as opposed to individual ministers" (para (b)); the Houses of

Parliament as opposed to individual senators and members (paras (c) and (d)); the courts

referred to in sub-paragraph (1) as opposed to individual judges. The significailCG of that

distinction for this case is developed further at 1381-t431 below. In essence, the point is
that "Commonwealth institution" was defined to include "the official establishment of

the Governor-General", as opposed to simply the Goveinor-General, in order to bring

some records of the Governor-General into the Act whilst $22gg!11d. ing correspondence

between the Governor-General and the Queen (as is confinned by the extrinsic material)

10

20

12

30

40

7

50

Which can be 11nderstood in a variety of senses: see R V Sharkey (1949) 79 CLR 121,153 001xon J), citing W
Harrison Moore, The Consult!I^^n of the Commonweolth of AUSii. Qli0 (1910,2nd ed) 73
Day"ty, Coinmi, ,toner. of Tara!ion , State Bank of NS\ (1992) 174 CLR 219,229 on^son CJ, Brennan,
Deane, Dawson, Toohey, Gandron and MCHugh 11), adopting the passage from DIXon I'S reasons in Bank of
NSIP, rim Co, Minom, edith (1948) 76 CLRl (B""kNntio"rinsntion Care) at 363
See, by way of analogy, New Smith Wales v Con?monweolth (2006) 229 CLR I, 120 t1941
Se. , .g, us 6(I)(j), 25.27,28
Note ABFM 125-128, discussing (inter alia) "private political papers" held by the Prime Minister and
Ministers, which Dr Lamb seemingly understood would be dealt with under a s 6(2) arrangement

8

9

10

If
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B. Ownership of letters at general law

The law distinguishes between property in or associated with letters as tangible property;

copyright in their contents; and other rights relating to their contents, such as the right to

restrain a breach of confidence. " As a chattel, the "property of the paper" of a letter is

owned by the recipient. '' The recipient retains that right even if the letter happens to

TetunT into the sender's possession. 141f the sender of a letter keeps a copy, that copy

belongs to tlTe sender, not the recipient. '' As to rights separately from rights with respect

to the chattel, historically "tlie sending of the letter. did not denude the writer of his

property in the composition" and the law "recognized tlTat the author of a letter might

have other rights of a totally different character, which would enable him to prevent a

misuse of the letter by the person to \\, horn it was sent and whose property it becaine. "16

The author' of a letter "had no doubt certain rights of property in these letters, landl a

deterInmation of the statutory right of copyright does not exhaust the rights. There exist

at coinmon law in the writer certain rights apait from copyright", including "the right to

restrain the receiver from publishing the letter". 17

As recipient of the letters from the Queen - and as author and proprietor of his own

letters before they were sent - Sir John "could not have been compelled to part with the

11sttersl or to allow Itheml to be copied, and had anyone copied Ithetnj without Ibisl

consent Ihel could have restrained any publication being nTade by means of such a

copy. "'' Further, Sir John was authorised to make copies of his own letters, as ITe was the

owner of the relevant copyright; the letters being 11^I^g, literary works of which he

was the author. 1'By contrast, the Coriumonwealth did not have copyright in those letters. 20

13.

10

20

14.

30

40

12
OBG Lid , Alla" [2008] AC I at 76 1274] (Lord Walker); referring to Philip , Fennel! [1907] 2 Ch 577.
CfMoorhouse v Angus & Roberison (NO D PtyLtd 1198/1 I NSWLR 700.
Pope , C""I(1741) 2 Atk 342 at 342; 26 ER 608 at 608 (Lord Hardwick. LC); Err"! of by!!on , Dayey (1884)
54 U Ch 293 (Bacon VC).
Onom , Qin, " (1861) 11 CB NS 140 at 141; 142 ER 748 at 748 (ETle CJ).
in re \hintc"byI (1877) 6 Ch D 97 at 98 quss. I AJI<).
Mo, millQ" & Co , Dant 119071 I or 107 at 121 (Fretsher Moulton LJ).
Mo, minan & Co , Dant [1907] I or 107 at 129 (Flather Moulton LJ).
In ,'e D, itchs [1935] Ch 267 at 296 (Romer LJ). S. . also at 307 Nangham LJ).
Copyright Act 1968 (Can s 32(I). A letter is a "literary work": British 0.0, gen Co Ltd v Liqztidrti>. Ltd 119251
Ch 383 at 390-391 (Romer I). A literary work is "published" only if it is "supplied (whether by sale or
othe"wise) to the public": Copy, .ight ACi 1968 (Cth) s 29(I)(,).
The contrary was "not suggested" : FFC t841, CAB 87. The Commonwealth would have copyright in an
original literary work under s 176 only if it is made "by, or under the direction or control of; the
Commonwealth" which requires "the person making the work is subject to either the direction or control of
the Crown as to how the work is to be made": Co noht, enc Ltd v New South Wales 2007 159 FCR 213

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

50 20
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15. The application of the principles outlined above has this result. First, property in the

copies of Sir John's letters to the Queen was ITeld by Sir John. It is clear that those copies

were taken for Sir John personally (not for' the Official Establishment or for the

Commonwealth).', Where an agent creates a copy of the letters, the chattel so created is

owned by the principal on whose behalf the copy is made. 22 Sir John's ownership of the

copies of his letters to the Queen exists irrespective of WITo owned the blank paper on

whic}T the copies made (see FFC 1841, CAB 87). This is because the process of

reproduction is a fomi of manufacture by which new property is made: a legible copy is

entirely different from a blanl< sheet of paper, and is not ordinarily capable of being

rotuined to its original state as a blank sheet. 23 None of this is in dispute, as is apparent

from the Appellant's acceptance that the subsequently-made copies of the letters were Sir

John's personal propelty (As 1551). In this sense, it can be said that the paper on which

tlTe letters were copied accedes to the writing copied upon it. 24

Second, in respect of the Queen's letters to Sir John, they were owned by Sir John as the

recipient of the correspondence, which was sent to ITiin on a "personal and confidential

basis". That conclusion follows simply from the ordinary principles that apply to the

owlTership of correspondence. It is also consisto1Tt with longstanding United 1<ingdom

convention that the Queen' s copy of the letters is her personal property held in the Royal
Archives at Windsor Palace. 25

10

20

16.

30

21
at 1/221. That finding was not appealed to this Court, although an appeal was allowed on other grounds
As found by the trial judge, Sir John considered that these copies were his personal property (TJ 11081,
1/17(d)l, CAB 41-43), as did the Qu. .n (TJ t1101, t1/7(an, CAB 41-43), previous Goremo"s-G. ne"al (TJ
1/17(a), (b), (c)l, CAB 41-43), and th. Commonwealth (TJ 1151,1/131, 11/7(e)l, CAB 16-17,41-43). Any
suggestion that, despite this shared understanding, the copies of Sir John's letters to the Queen were taken for
the Commonwealth, not Sir John, flies in the face of the evidence and these findings of the trial judge: see
also TJ t1141,1/16j, CAB 42-43
Pacific Filln Laboro!ones POJ Ltd v Commissioner of Tarotion (1970) 121 CLR 154 at 163-164 (Banvick
CD; 166-167 (Windsyer 11 B, .88" , \, Tmms (1996) 186 CLR 71 at 88 roans. n and Toohey 11), 101
(Gaudron and MCHugh 11) citing Leices!ershire Collnty Councilv Miehae/ Faraday & Forthe, .s Lid 1194/12
KB 205 at 216 (MacKinnon LJ).
Inst 21.25.

Cf Inst 21.33. The common law has never rigidly followed Roman law rules about accession: Rende/! v
Associ"red F, in"ce Po, Ltd 119571 VR 604 at 606-7 (0'Bryan I; Lowe and Barry 11 agreeing). Within th.
civilian tradition, the Justinianic rules have been criticised by later writers: of Grotius, De lure Belli at Focis
(1625) Bookll, Ch 8, XXl; P"fondorf, De fine Nam"00 at G, rin, !in Lib, .i Oc!0 (1672) Book 4, Ch 7 s 7. Th.
Justinianic rule is not in ternis adopted by the modern civil codes: of Code civil (France) arts 565-77;
Binger/^thes Gesetzbuch (Gennany) ^ 947; Zivi7gesetzbttch (Switzerland) art 727
The Royal Archives are a "private archive" (ABFM 102) and the Queen's copy is is not subject to either the
Public R, ,0, .ch ACi 1958 001<) or the F, e, chin of 140"madon A, t 2000 (us): Affidavit of Mark Fuse"
amrined 3 February 2017 (ERFM 151-152 at t191, t211-t221); Letter from the Official Secretary to the
Governor-General to the Private Secretary to the Queen dated I February 2017 (ABFM 99), and reply thereto

40 22

23

24

50 25
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17 For the above reasons, applying the ordinary law of propelty, the letters and copies are

owned by the Governor-General. They are not "the property of the Commonwealth or a

Commonwealth institution", and therefore are not "Commonwealth records"

The Appellant's ai'guments and the office of the Governor-General

Notwithstanding the undisputed fact that the property-based definition of

"Commonwealth record" draws on the general law, the Appellant contends that the

letters are "the property of the Commonwealth" because: (1) the letters have effectiveIy

been created or received by the "Commonwealth as a body politic" (As 1/5(d)(in); and

(11) the Governor-GelTeral is, or is relevantly analogous to, a public officer and "talll

profits or advantages gained by a public officer's use of his or her office are held for. the

benefit of the body politic and not for. th. officer personally" (As 1/5(d)(Ii)l; 1371)

Neither arguineiit should be accepted

c.

10

18

20

19

I

Pursuant to s 2 of the Constitution, the Governor-General is the Queen's representative -

as opposed to the representative of the government of the United 1<ingdom26 - in tlTe

Commonwealth. The Governor~General "standlsl in the place of the Queen"27 and

occupies "in all essential respects the same position in relation to tlTe administration of

public affairs in the Dominions as is held by Ithe Queenl in Great Britain". 28 Consistently

witlT this role as the Queen's representative, s 2 provides that the Queen may appoint and

dismiss the Governor-General. Since the Imperial Conference of 1930, the power of

appointment has been exercised on the advice of the Australian Prime Minister. (after

"info^in al consultation" with the Monarch), it being recognised tlTat the "parties

interested in the appointinent of a Governor-General of a Dominion are His Majesty the

King, whose representative he is, and the Dominion concerned". 29 That highlights the

Governor-General's role as having two "interfaces": one with the Queen, and one with

The Governor-General is not relevantl "the Commonwealth" as a bod o11tic

30

40

50

26
(anFM I 02)
In the sense of representing the Sovereign, and not the us government: I{E Renfree, The BCecu!ive Power of
the Commonwealth of AUS!land, Legal Books Pts, Limited (1984) (Relyi'ee) 147
Robert Menui, SII, "noo" Light. Some Mono, y of Me" ondE, ,"t, (Cassel, M, Ib. urn. , 1967) 256-7; I
The Balfour Dadaration of 1926, p 4 (ERFM 11); S", , Hill (1999) 199 CLR 462,1851
Imperial Confernece 1930: Summary of Proceedings, p. 15 (ERFM 32); Sue v Hill (1999) 199 CLR 462,1741

27

28

29
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the Commonwealth. This is reflective of the framers' intention that the Governor-General

be a "11nl<" between the Queen and the new body politic" created by the Constitution. 31

Just as the concept of "the Crown" is used in several metaphorical senses in

constitutional theory, " the status of the Goverilor-General, as the Queen's representative,

is also susceptible to different characteris ations for different purposes. For example, in

8118 v Hill, Gleeson CJ, Gunrrnow and Hayne 11 observed that one of the usages of "the

Crown" was to refer to "that office, the holder of which for tlTe time being is the

incarnation of the international personality of a body politic, by whom and to whom

diplomatic representatives are accredited and by who and with whom treaties are

concluded". 33 Their Honours pointed out that, since 1987, the Governor-General has

exercised those powers. When doing so, it is no doubt correct to identify the Governor-
General as an "61nanation" of tlTe Commonwealth.

20.

40

20

21. Just as there are at least five senses in which "the Queen" or "the Crown" are used in

constitutional theory, " the status of the Governor-General likewise does not admit of a

single monolithic characteris ation. What is relevant to this case is that, consistently with

the recognition in 8118 v Hill that the Constitution uses the term "the Queen" to refer to

"the 12^ occupying the hereditary office of Sovereign of the United Kingdom"35 (who

is also the Queen of Australia), the Governor-General is, by reason of s 2 of the

Constitution, the representative of that pgLs. Q!I, . As the Queen's personal representative,

the Governor-General holds an "independent office PUTSuant to the Allstrofian

Consiiiz!lion" '' PUTSuant to which he or she exercises "a range of constitutional,

30

40

30 S. , Nay Soulh 1701, s , Coinmo"neath (2006) 229 CLR I, 120 1194j (Gl. .son CJ, Gummow, Hayne,
Heydon and CTennan 11)
Convention D. hates 22 Ant1 1897,1177 (Donkin). See also I April 1891,565 (\, fr' Mumo) ("lint bi"ding us
to ttheI empire"), 576 (Cockbum) ("the only link between us and the Crown"); 10 March 1891,186 pibbs)
("the last link of conne. tion with th. C"own"); 14 April 1897,629-30 (R, Id) ("The Governo, -General is the
only constitutional Iinl< we have between the mother-country and ourselves" ' . . .the Governor-General is to
be a visible link between the British Empire and ourselves".). The office of Governor-General was seen by
the framers of the Constitution as "[t]he only way in which we can have her Ithe Queen] present lainong us]":
AUStralasian Federation Conference, I April 1891,564-5 onr Munro)
S, ,e , Hill (1999) 199 CLR 462,1831
Su, , Hill (1999) 199 CLR 462, t851.
Identified in SIIe v Hill (1999) 199 CLR 462,1841-t931.
Sue v Hill (1999) 199 CLR 462, t931 (emphasis added).
XIi"e v oneialS, ,"etary of the Gore, "or-G, nor"! (2013) 249 CLR 645,1331. Not. also Sue , Hill (1999)
199 CLR 462, t811, rioting that the reference to the Queen in s 122 served to "distinguish the sovereign from
'the Commonwealth"'. A similai' distinction exists for the Queen's representative.

31

50

32

33

34

35

36
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statutory, ceremonial and community responsibilities"." Amongst the multifarious

responsibilities of that independent office is corresponding with tlte Queen. The

frequency and content of SUGIT correspondence is for the Governor-General personally to

determine, 38 the Queen having no power' of direction over the Governor-General in that

(or any other) matter, and "no part in the decisions which the Goveinor-General must

take in accordance with the Constitution".'' SUGl} correspondence as does occur is

"personal, not in the sense that it did not involve in some sense the performance of

functions, but because the particular function that was involved for the Governor-General

was aptly described as personal" (FFC 1791, 1971, CAB 86, 90). In that way, while the

conclusion that the correspondence was "personal" is not determinative of ownership, it

supports tlTe result that the confidential correspondence was Sir John's own property.

10

20

22 As this Couit recognised in Kfine, "[i]ridependence from governinent and the public is

important in relation to the exercise of the various responsibilities of the Governor-

General, including, but not limited to, the making of decisions. "" The Court went on to

hold that "freedom from interference or scrutiny by members of the public (or other

branches of government) is an essential aspect of the making of decisioiTs in relation to

the General Division of the Order. "" That conclusion was based in part on avoiding the

"possibilities of giving offence to failed nominees, defamation, or political

controversy"." Those considerations apply even more strongly to direct communications

with the Queen on a personal and confidential basis. Indeed, that is part of the reason that

the "unique role" of "providing personal briefings to the Queen"" is subject of the

"longstanding convention" of confidentiality described above. It would be entirely at

odds with that convention to conclude that the Coininonwealth owned the letters, such

that it had the legal right at any time - irrespective of the wishes of the Queen and the

protection that is accorded to her copy of the same correspondence - to require the

delivery of Sir John's copy of the letters to the Government of the day, so that they could

30

40

37

38

50

XIi", , Of etalS, oreto, y of the Gore""0, .-G, ",, a1(2013) 249 CLR 645, t1/1,1381
Kon, Mattersfo" ladgmeni, A" Autobiog, uphy of^" Joh" Ke"", ABFM 67
Renfree p 150, quoting a letter from the Queen's Private Secretary, Sir Martin Charteris, to the Speaker of the
House of Representatives dated 17 November 1975. As to the date, see ABFM 67
Kiine v q6'icia! SeereiaJy of the Governor-General (2013) 249 CLR 645, t341. Of course, most decisions of
the GovernorGeneral are made on the advice of a Minister or the Executive Council: at t1/1, t381
Kiin, , Oneia! Scoretory of the Gove, ."0, .-Gene"a! (2013) 249 CLR 645,1341
Kiin, , Oneio!Sonata, y of Ih, Gove, ."or-Ge"eru! (2013) 249 CLR 645,1391
TJ 11501 CAB 53; Boyce, The Queen's Othe, Realms (2008), p. 35

39

40

41

42

43
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be inspected within governinent and/or publicly released at any time of the Government's

choosing. That would constitute a radical change in the understandino of the parties to

the correspondence. Yet tlTat consequence would follow from acceptance of the

Appellant's argument, as is Goofnned by s 56 of the Act (FFC 1881, CAB 88)

10

23

11

The Appellant submits that the letters are the "property of the Commonwealth" because

they were "created or received by the Goveinor-General in the performance of his

office": As 1451. However, it is not the law that any property created or received by an

office-holder in the perfonnance of his or her office belongs to the polity in which the

person holds office (cf As 1341-t381). 44 TITe cases LIPon which the Appellant relies do not

establish any such proposition.

The line of authority ill Reading v 41/01ney General" and Alloyney-General for Hong

Kong v Reid" does not SLIPport the general proposition that all property created or

acquired by the ITolda. of a public office in the performance of the functions of the office

belongs to the Crown (cf As 1361). These cases establish no more than that the Crown

has an interest in propelty that is acquired when office holders receive property as a

result of misusing their office in a way that constitutes a breach of fiduciary duty (often

by taking bribes). That line of authority says nothing about the ownership of

correspondence that is created or received by tlTe holder. of a public office. Nor is R v

Boston47 of any relevance to that issue (cf As 1361). That case again concerned unlawful

conduct by a public officer, being a conspiracy that large sums of money should be given

to a member of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales (who was party to the

conspiracy) as an inducement to misuse his position. The case in fact concerned whether

the offence was properly charged, rather than with the ownership of property. Further,

Isaacs and Rich 11's discussion of the duties of public officers was directed to a case

The " ublic officer" rinci Is OSited b the A GIIant is not art of Australian law

20 24

30

40

44

50

Just as, in other contexts, documents produced by a person (such as an agent) in discharging a duty to another
may nonetheless remain the property of the person who produced them: see Byeen v Willjoins (1996) 186
CLR 71,88-89 roanson and Toohey 11), 101 (Gaud"on and MCHugh IJ), 126 (Gummow I)
1195/1 AC 507 (concerning the Crown's right to thousands of pounds confiscated from an army sergeant who
had abused his official position to enable drugs to be imported)
[1994] I AC 324 (concerning whether property obtained using money that was received as a bribe was held
on constructive ti. ust for the Crown)
(1923) 33 CLR 386

45

46

47
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WITere "intervention by a public representative be 11npelled by motives of personal

gain". 48 That is far removed from the present context.

25 Perhaps reflecting the lack of suppoit in Australian or United Kinodoin law for the

principle for which she contends, the Appellant relies o1T the United States' decision in

Nixon v Sompson 389 F. Sump 107 (1975) (Nixon v Sqmpson) (As 1371, and FFC 1551,

CAB 80). However, thatjudginent does not accurately reflect even the law of the United

States, much less Australia. So much is apparent froin the culmination of the relevant

litigation in tlTe decision of Nixon v Urined Sidles'9 (Nito" v OSI. The question in that

case was whether tlTe Presidentio! Recordings andMoteriols Preservo/ion ACi (PRMPA)

effected a coinpensable taking of Mr Nixon's propelty in his presidential papers. " The

Couit held tlTat the presidential papers were "exclusively the property of the President"

(at 1284). It rejected any analogy witli the proposition tlTat an employer owns the papers

its employees create in the course of employinent, and the claim that the papers were held

on trust for the American public. Far from accepting any alleged principle concerning

property obtained in the perfoitnance of public office, the Court concluded that

"IhlistoIy, custom and Lisage indicate unequivocally that, prior to the PRI\^A, a

President exercised complete dominion and control over their presidential papers" (at

1277). The Court engaged in a detailed historical analysis of the treatmeiTt of presidential

papers over time, including pointing to the Court's observation in Fo/som v Marsh5i that

President Washington had considered his papers as "his own private property" and had

bequeathed theIn to his nephew. It traced the history up to the present tiine 11T an

appendix to the judgment. The Court reasoned that, not only was the historical practice of

past Presidents compelling, but that, taken together with the acquiescence of "all three

branches of government" (which 11ad "widely assumed" private ownership), it could be

concluded that there was a "Inutually explicit understanding and uniform custom" that

"Presidents retained an exclusive propelty interest in their presidential papers" (at 1282)

to

20

30

40

26

50

The same mode of reasoning is available in Australia, where it has been recognised that,

where ownership of property is not the subject of a definitive grant or is otherwise

48

49
R V BOSion (1923) 33 CLR 386,403
978 F. 2d 1269 (DC Ci"c 1992). The history of the litigation .oncoming the Nixon pre^montial papers is
canvassed in detail in this decision at 1272-1275

Mxon, Us 978 F. 2d 1269 (DC Circ 1992) at 1270, fill
9 F. Cas. 342 at 345 (CCD. Mass. 1841)

50

51
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disputed, evidence of the conduct and belief of third parties can help to identify the true

owner or the nature of the right in dispute. " As the majority in the Full Court put it,

"Ialbsent some supervening rule ... what the only people who could have a claim to

property in documents thought at the time (it would appear unanimously) does reflect not

only a clear statutory premise of the Archives Act, but also who in truth was understood

and agi'eed to have property in the docuiiTents" (FFC 11031, CAB 91).

History and convention concerning the ownership of private and confidential

correspondence between the Governor-General and the Queen confirm that such

con'espondence is the property of the parties to it, this being a context where "a page of

history is worth a volume of logic". 53 The uricontradicted evidence, whiclT was accepted

at trial, was that each relevant office-holder - whether at the Palace, Government House,

the Lodge or tlTe Archives - considered, and acted on the basis tllat, tlTe letters belonged

privately to Sir John and were not property of the Commonwealth (TJ 1131-[231,1108]-

1/171). That, in turn, reflected the longstanding convention that correspondence between

the Queen and her' Governors-General across her 15 Realms outside the United Kingdom

was private and confidential and does riot fomi part of any official government record. "

Historical practice supported that view. For example, the papers of Lord Stonehaven

(Governor-General from 1925-30) were inherited by his son and were handed in to the

care of the National Library in 1968 "subject to The Queen's wishes" and on her

"instructions" that "tlTey should remain closed until 60 years after the Grid of the

appoiniment". 55 TITe disposition of papers "by gift or devise are clear examples of

conduct inconsistent with public ownership". 56 More recently, in addition to the letters

that are in issue in this appeal, the "personal and confidential" correspondence between

Sir Zelman Cowen (GovernorGeneral from 1977-1982) and the Queen was deposited

with the Archives on the same ternis as the deposit of Sir John's letters (again referring to

10
27.

20

30

40

52
Shire of Na}joeqn v Leviston (1906) 3 CLR 846 at 857,859 (Griffith CD, 867-8 (Baton I), 872
(0'C. uno"I) ("ight of way); I, Pye (0, !10"41 Ltd, Ginhom 120031 I AC 4/9 at 429 1191 (Lord Browne-
Wilkinson) (adverse possession); Adminis!Folion of Tel'Inoiy of Payiia and New Guinea v Dagrci G"ba
(1973) 130 CLR 353 at 432-3 (Gibbs I) (sale of nativ. title); Noro", Nolan 120041 VsCA 109 1/221-t1381
(Chemov and Earnss 11A; Onniston JA agreeing) (ownership of chattel).
K!i", , Off, iaiSec"eto, y of the Gore""orGe"e"a/ (2013) 249 CLR 645 at 1621 (Gageler I), citi"g New yo^k
Dust Co , Eisn, " (1921) 256 Us 345 at 349.
FFC t811, CAB 86; Affidavit of Mark Finser of finned 3 F. bru, Iy 2017 q<BFM 167 at 1251); ABFM 97;
ABFM 101-102

Letter from Sir Martin Charteris to Sir John KGrr, dated 8 October 1976 (ERFM 44). Similarly, Sir John's
papers were dealt with under his will as part of his estate: TJ t1161, CAB 43.
Nixon v Untied Slates 978 F. 2d 1269 (DC Circ 1992) at 1279

50

53

54

55

56
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the Queen's "wishes" and Sir Zelman's "instructions"), 57 as was Sir Ninjan Stephen's

"personal and confidential correspondence with Buckingham Palace".,, The same

approach was takeiT by the CommonwealtlT, acting through Archives, with respect to the

records of Lord Casey (Governor-General from 1965-1969) and Sir Paul Hasluck

(Governor-General from 1969-1974). 59

Furthermore, consistently with the historical practice just summarised, the

Commonwealth, tin'ouglT the Archives, has always (that is, both before and after the AGO

proceeded on the basis that correspondence between the Governor-General and the

Queen is the personal property of the Governor-General. That is reflected riot just in the

position that the Commonwealth, thi. ough the Archives, has actually taken with respect to

the letters now in issue, 60 but also in official policy documentation dealing generally with

the POSitioiT of Governors-General, which has consistently stated that such

correspondence is not a "Commonwealth record" because it is the personal propelty of

the Governor-General. " As such, the Commonwealth has not just acquiesced in such

conespondence being treated by Governors-General as their private property, but it has

participated in the generation of a "mutually explicit understanding" to that effect.

The AppellaiTt's submissions concerning the ownership of the records of public officers,

if accepted, would ITave 11nplications for the o\Airier ship of the records of all holders of

public office, and not just those of Goveinors-General (and not just concerning

10
28.

20

30

29.

57
Instrument of deposit made for correspondence between Sir Zelman Cowan and The Queen, dated 14 June
1984 0<BFMlll and1861861).
Instrument of deposit made for correspondence between Sir Ninian Stephen and The Queen, dated 31 August
1990. A covering letter, in addition to themstrument of deposit, also dated 31 August 1990, made express
reference to the 10dgment being "in accordance with section 6(2) of the Archives Act 1983" (ERFM 11);
Affidavit ofDavid Brian ETicker amruled 24 March 2017 0<BFM 186 at 1871)
TJ t1171(b) and (c), CAB 43. See also undated letter from th. Dire. tonGene, al of Archives to th. Official
Secretary of the Governoi'-General (ABFM 85).
Letter from Professor RG NGale (the then Director-General of Archives, part of the Department of Prime
Minister and Cabinet) to Ivfi David Smith dated 18 November 1977 acknowledging, in effect, Sir John's
personal ownership of the subject records (ERFM 49-50); Letter from the Acting Director-General of
Archives to Sir John Kerr on 15 December 1983 (after the Act commenced), stating that under the Act "all
private and personal material including direct and personal correspondence with the Queen, is exempt from
the provisions of the legislation" (ABFM 64); File note of Director-General of Archives dated 22 June 1998
(ABFM 91); Affidavit of Dayid Brian Fricker amimed 24 March 2017 q<BFM 184 at t711,194 at 1/31,195
t181). See also ERFM 168 and 169
Access BCQmination Manual 0.10v 2014), concerning "Other Guidance: The British Royal Family and
Household" (ERFM 141); Personal Recordr Service Manual (1994) p 171, giving examples of non-
Commonwealth records including "correspondence of the GovernorGeneral .. . with the Queen or her Private
Serratary" (s. . ERFM 183 at 1621 and t641, ERFM 166-167) . Th, current Personal Records S^rvi. . Man"al,
which was updated in 2002, is to the same effect (ERFM 1/6).

58

40 59

60

50

61
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correspondence with the Queen). For that reason, historical practice, custom and usage

conceining the records of other public officers is also relevant. That historical practice

likewise cannot be squared with the principle for which the Appellant contends. For

example, private correspondence written by Members and Senators (including whilst

holding offices as Ministers of State under. s 64 of the Constitution) has long been

recognised as comprising their personal property. That correspondence may include

correspondence with tlTe Governor-General, which (like con'espondence with the Queen)

is subject to a strict convention ill favour of confidentiality consistent with the neutrality

and independence of the Governor-General. 6' The Archives holds correspondence of that

kind pursuant to a "long-standing policy of collecting personal papers, principalIy of

former Commonwealth ministers and officials". 63 It does so because tlle donors elected

"whiclT institutions will have custody of their papers". 64 Indeed, even in the GolTtext of

gifts received by Meinbers and Senators (being a context in which it might be thought

that the Appellant's principle would have more force), history, custom and usage is

against any absolute rule that property received in tlTo course of discharging a public

office belongs to the body politic. Instead, there is a longstanding practice that Members

and Senators are not required to declare official gifts that they receive where the value of

the gifts is below certain monetary thresholds, such gifts being taken to be gifts to the

officer holder personally, whether or not they are received in connection with the

performance of official duties. 65

History, custom and usage concerning the papers and correspondence of judges likewise

points against the rule for. which the Appellant contends. It has long been accepted tlTat

not all papers generated by ajudge in the course of performing the functions of his or heI

office are owned by the Collrrnonwealth. Instead "draft judgments, correspondence,

memoranda from associates" are "regarded as part of the private papers of the individual

judge, to be dealt with as the judge sees fit upon retirement". 66 That understanding is

to

20

30

30

40

62
Bogdanor, The Monarchy und the Constitz!nori (1995), 00 66-67; Sir Panl Hashick, Iecfure titled "The
one' ofth, Gore"no, '-Ge"eruf' (1979), pp. 24-26 (anFM at 84-86); Boyce, rim g, ,eon 's Othe"
Realms (2008), p. 48
Sonat, Standing Committee on Education and th. Arts, Rayon on the xi. ,hires Bill 7978 (1979) t3271
Sonat. Standing Committee on Education and th. Arts, Rayon on them. ,hires Bill 1978 (1979) 13,281; Affidavit
of David Briariflicke", of finned 24 March 2017 at DBF-21 and DBF-20 q<BFM 182-183 at t561-t621).
See the House of Representatives Resolution "Registratioit of Members' interests" adopted 9 October 1984,
as amended, the Senate Resolutions "Registration of Gifts to the Senate and Parliament" agreed to 26 August
1997, as amended, and "Registration of Senators' Interests" agreed 17 March 1994, as amended
T loser, "Judicial Biography in Australia: Current Obstacles and Opportunities" (2017) 40(2) UNS\ Lm,

50

63

64

65

66
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reflected in tlTe Records AtIthority developed by this Court and the Archives to set out

arrangements for keeping or destroying certain records, which states: "A Judge's own

papers may be disposed of as and when their owners or controllers deem appropriate

These records may be of great interest and value because they complement the Court's

records and have national importance as archival resources of the CoinmoiTwealth. Such

records may be transferred to Ithe ArchivesI for continuing care and preservation. "67 The

example illustrates a category of records that may be created or received by a person who

holds a public office - and whiclT might shed light on the "modem history of the nation"

- without those records being " the property of tl}e Conrrnonwealth"

Of course, under the ordinary rules of property law, the Governor-General would LISually

hold propelty only in records that he or she prepared personally, 68 and which the

Governor-General did not theIl send or give to someone else (so as to pass property in the

chattel to the recipient). That will mean that the overwhelming majority of records

relating to the Governor-General will be Commonwealth records. For example, whenever

a document is prepared by a department or Minister for submission to the Governor-

General, who then signs that document and returns it, the Governor-General would never

have held property in that docuinent. TITat would include records such as proclamations;

regulations; records of for. inal advice from the Federal Executive Council (s 62); fonnal

appointments of Ministers to Departments of State (s 64); and appointments and

reinovals of otlTer officers of the Executive GovernmeiTt. All such documents would be

Commonwealth records because of the operation of the o6neral law of property upon

which the Act is predicated, without any need for a principle of the kind for which the

Appellant contends. Further, even with respect to documents created by the Governor-

General pi:!:SQLLa, !I)!, if copies of those documents are filed with the official establishment

they would become Commonwealth records as property passed to that body. It is

therefore principalIy documents that are created or received and retained by the

Goventor-General personally that constitute his or her personal property.

10

31

20

30

40

50

Jou, 'na1842 at 855. See also Baudains v Liquidaiors of 18^rey BQnking Co, ' BCPar!e BaudQins (1888) 13
App Cas 832 at 833
Records Authority 20/0100663993, dated 22 November 2010, at t91
See, for example, National Archives of Australia - Access Examination Manual (November 2014) (ERFM
144). Over many years, Archives has produced successive revisions of this manual: see Affidavit of David
Brian Fricker amrined 24 March 2017 (ERFM 180 at 1491)

67

68
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32 While it is not necessary for the Court to decide the pollTt in this appeal (given the special

category of documents with which it is concerned), the better view is that, 11T the limited

circuinstances identified above ill which records will be tl}e property of the Governor-

General tinder the general law, those records are not Coriumonwealth records whether. or

10

not they are created or received by the Governor-General in the performance of his or her

office: cf As 1451. Just as documents of the President of the United States are the

personal property of tlie President - irrespective of their connection wit}T the functions of

the President - documents (as chattels) may be owned personally by the Governor-

General even when they are created or received in the perfo^inarice of his or her office

The contrary submission un. origly assumes that public law questions of function operate

to control the answer to a private law question of property

20
33

111

In addition to the I^;g^I reasons addressed above for rejecting the Appellant's arguments,

the facts also do not support some of the Appellant's factual claims. First, the

Appellant's contention that the "Personal and Confidential" markino on the letters

should, in effect, be ignored as SIInply a "public sector' convention" imposed by

Buckinghain Palace on nori-confidential correspondence should not be accepted

(As 1491). The document the Appellant cites does Ilot deal with communications between

the Governor-General and the Queen (and is additionally of unclear provenaiTce). To the

extent that any analogous corres on dence was sent b State Governors, it was lainl

Factual matters u on which the A GIIant ^elies

30

intended to be personal and confidential: eg ABFM 36 "... expressing his own personal

views and riot those of his Ministers". As to the correspondence between Sir Paul

Haslucl< and Sir Martin Charteris referred to in As 1491, it concerned the impending

retireinent of the then Official Secretary to the Governor-General and the question of his

replacement. Sir Paul was writing to Sir Martin "personally" and seeking his "own

comments": ABFM 9. That is, on this occasion, Sir Martin was not a conduit for

communication with the Queen. This correspondence was of an entirely difference
character to the letters in issue

40

50

34 Second, the submission that the letters "were not treated as Sir John's 'personal papers"'

is untenable (cf As 1501). The submission is seemingly put on the basis of two letters sent

between Sir David and Sir John in 1981: ABEM 60-63. Those letters were specifically

addressing "certain boxes of correspondence" that were described by Sir David as
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containing "most of the letters and telegrams which were sent to you supporting . or

criticising your actions of 11 Novelnbe^ 1975, and those which were sent to you dunno

1976 supporting or criticising you for staying in office": ABFM 62. That is, they

concerned a wholly different category of correspondence to tl}e instant letters: TJ 11/51,

CAB 42-43. TIT fact, the Inore relevant letter is that dated 23 December 1977, where Sir

David wrote that the letters were "in my strong room under absolute security until the

task 10f copying them for Sir Johnl was conTplete and the original file is in Archives"

1<BFM 53. The letters obviously had not been "passed out": cf As 1501

Third, the Appellant ITow asserts that the evidence went against finding that the relevant

actors perceived Sir 101nT to hold propelty in "the Records, or documents of their 1<1nd",

and that there was some change of practice ill October' 1977: As 15/1. Again, that is

clearly incorrect. On appeal below, the Appellant did not seek to inTpugn the priinary

judge's findings of fact at TJ 11081-t1171, CAB 41-42, the effect of whiclT was endorsed

by the Inajority at FFC 11031, CAB 91. The conteinporaneous docuineiTtationis incapable

of bearing the interpretation that the Appellant now seeks to impose upon it. For

example, the discussion outlined in the letter from Sir John to Sir Martin that is referred

to at As 1521, rather than being limited to questions of custody, was clearly premised on

Sir John's understanding of his property in the letters (to which Sir John repeatedly

referred as "my papers"): anFM 40. The response from Sir Martin to Sir John (referred

to at As 1531) made plain that it was a Inatter for Sir John to "agi. ee to" the proposed

archival arraiTgements, with Sir Martin describino the letters as "your papers" : RBFM 43

Contrary to what is put at As 1541, the letter from Prime Minister Fraser to Sir John dated

18 October 1977 (RBFM 46) sought to pi:I::!!a, d, :: Sir John to deposit his records with

Archives, rather than to require that to occur - and referred to arrangements made by

Lord Casey, Lady Casey and Sir Paul Hasluck, all of which arrangements proceeded on

the basis that the records in question were owned personally by Lord Casey and Sir Paul

There is no basis for the assertion that this letter "marks the Grid of the practice" of

Governors-General taking correspondence witlT them on leaving office. To the contrary,

that is exactly what occurred when Sir John left office less than two ino1Tths later, when

Sir Zelman Cowan left office (as he deposited his papers with Archives in 1984, nearly

two years after he left office) and when Sir Ninjan Stephen left office (as he deposited his

papers with Archives in 1990, nearly 18 months after he left office). All three Governors-

10
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General deposited their papers with Archives under' "an'angements" PUTSuant to s 6(2) of

the Act, that being the mechanism contemplated in tl}e Act for certain personal (i. e. non-

Commonwealth) records: reFM 58,110,1/2

The letter from the Coininonwealth, actino through the Director-General, to Mr Sri}ith

dated 18 November 1977 likewise indicates that it was understood that Sir John held

exclusive property ill the records: RBFM 48; cf As 1551. The Commonwealth, through

Archives, confirmed this in correspondence to Sir John dated 15 December 1983, stating

that "all private and personal Inaterial including direct and personal correspondence with

the Queen, is exempt from the provisions of the legislation": ABFM 64

The legislative history of the Archives Act confirms the general law position

The conclusion that the Act does not apply to correspondence between the Governor-

General and the Queen is "fortified by resort to statements in the relevant secondary

materials"69 concerning the developmeiTt of the Act. Indeed, the first iteration of the

Archives Bill iiT 1978 expressly excluded all documents of the Governor-General from

a, !1:1 requireinents under' the proposed legislation. After that Bill was introduced, it was

referred to committee for. inquiry and report, with issues common to or relating to the

Inquiry into the Freedom of Information Bill 1978 being referred to the Standing

Coinmittee on Constitutional and Legal Affairs (the Senate Constitutional Committee),

while the balance of the Bill was referred to tl}e Senate Standing Coinmittee on

Education and the Alts (the Senate Education Committee). 70

In its report, the Senate Constitutional Committee rioted evidence provided by the

Director-General to the effect that direct correspondence between a Governor-General

and the Queen is in a special category in British law and is not made available until sixty

years has elapsed since the date of creation. " The Senate Constitutional Committee

accepted that this "may suggest the need for special treatment to be given to a few

categories of records, such as. .. correspondence with the Monarch"," althouglT it did not

accept the need for the total exclusion of all documents of the Governor-General. 73 By

37
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Kiine , oneia! Serrata, y ofth, Gove"no"-Gone, .o1 (2013) 249 CLR 645 at t481
Senate Standing Committee on Education and the Arts, Rayon on theirchives Bill 1978 (1979) I
Senate Committee, F1. eedom of/reformoiion (1979) 133.221
Senate Committee, Fleedon? of Ifjfoimotion (1979) 133.231
Senat. Committee, firedom of Ifjfor, "atto" (1979) 133.291
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contrast, the Senate Education Committee concluded that the exclusion of vice-regal

records was "acceptable on the grounds of preserving the traditional independence of

these aitns of government from the executive". 74

Notwithstanding the Senate Constitutional Coriumittee's recommendations, when the

Aichives Bill was re-introduced in 1981, it again provided expressly for the "records" of

a Governor-General to be excluded from the archival regime, unless provided for by

regulation or the Governor-General entered into an an. an o6ment with the Archives. " In

committee, the case for protecting correspondence between the Queen and the Governor-

General was again made, and it was not argued that such protection was not warranted. "

In 1983, tlTe 1981 Bill was amended and reintroduced into Parliament. Nothing in the

legislative record suggests any intention to reverse the earlier. policy so as to bring

GolTespondence between the Governor-General and t}To Queen into the scheine. To tlTe

contrary, in the second reading speeches to both Houses, Parliament was informed that

40.

to

20

41.

the "provisions of t}To legislation will apply to the records of the official establishment of

the Governor General, but not to his rivate or ersonal records"." Moreover, it was

30

rioted tlTat the Bill was "chiefly designed to replace existing ad 110c decisions and

conventions whiclT have beeiT relied upon for the last thirty years". 78

Rarely does extrinsic material shed such clean. light on an issue of statutory construction.

Here, it shows that, over a period of years, Parliament directed its attention to the specific

position of correspondence between the Governor-General and the Monarch, and decided

to exclude that correspondence from the coverage of the Act. As the Second Reading

Speech makes plain, the Act was evidently thought to have achieved that effect by

confining the definition of "Commonwealth institution" to the "official establishment of

the Governor-General". 79 That language distinguishes paragraph (a) of the definition of

42.

40

74

75

76

77

Senate Standing Committee on Education and the Arts, Rayon on themehives Bill 1978 (1979) t5161
See clause 18 of the Archives Bill 1981.

Extract of the Bill "In Committee" Debate, dated 17 February 1982, p. 316 (ERFM 108-109)
Second Reading Speech (Senate) to the 1983 Bill, 2 June 1983,1184; Second Reading Speech (House of
Representatives) to the 1983 Bill, 1851.
S. cond R. adjng Spy. ch (Senate) to th. 1983 Bill, 2 June 1983,1183. See also the Seco, d Ranchng Spy. .h
q10use of Representatives) to the 1983 Billat 1850.
A concept which refers to the Official Secretary to the Governor-General appointed tinder s 6 of the
Governor-General Act 1974 (Cth), together with the staff employed under s 13 of that Act, who together
comprise the Office of the Official Secretary to the Governor-General: see TJ 11391, CAB 50. These
positions existed in practice prior to them being placed on a statutory footing by amendments to the

50

78

79
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"Coininonwealth institution" from all the other paragraphs, which refer to the particular

institution as a whole and without qualification. As Griffiths I correctly found, this

"strongly suggests that the qualification is intended not to encompass the broader

institution which is reflected in the concept of 'the Governor-General"': TJ 11381, CAB

50. Specifically, it was intended to exclude the personal and private records of

Governors-General (the exemplar of which was correspondence with the Queen)

Consistently with longstanding conveiTtion, the evident intention was that it was for each

Governor~General to decide any holding and access arrangements with the Archives, that

being necessary because such records were the property of the Governor-General.

Returning to the pollTt made at 11/1 and 1/21 above, the Couit should not construe the Act

so as to deprive the phrase "the official establishment of tl}e Governor-General" of any

content. Yet that would be the result of treating all records created in the performance of

the Governor-General's functioit as "property of the Commonwealth": cf As 1201,12/1
The specific inclusion of the "official establishInGrit of the Governor-General" in the

definition of "Commonwealth institution" imports an implicit negative. It indicates that,

irrespective of the breadtlT of "the Coinrrionwealth" in other contexts, in the specific

context of the Act, personal and confidential correspondence between the Governor-

General and the Queei} is not a "Commonwealth record": FFC 1941-t961, CAB 90

For all the above reasons, the appeal should be dismissed with costs
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF AUSTRALIA

SYDNEY REGISTRY

10

BETWEEN:

20

AND:

JENNIFERHOCKING

Appellant

DIRECTOR-GENERt\. L OF THE NATIONAL

ARCHIVES OF AUSTRALIA

Respondent

PART A: LIST OF CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES AND STATUTORY

INSTRUMENTS RinFERRED To IN SUBMISSIONS

frohiv, s AC! 1983 (Cth) ss 3.6,24.25,27.28,56.62,64.67, Palt V, Division 3 and Division 4

Archives Bill 1978 (Cth)

in. chits Bill 1981 (Ctli) of 18

Copyigh"o11968 (Cth) ss 29(I)(a), 32(I), 176,184(I)

Consii!tt!ion of AUStrofio us 2.64

E, idenc, AC! 1995 (Cth) Part I Dictionary (definition of Commonwealth Record)

Governor-General AC!1974 (Cth) ss 6.13

larchci^Iykt1903 (CtlT) s 78B

Pubfic Employment (Conseqz!en!io/ and Transitiono0 Amendment AC!1999 (Cth)

Padlic Service Reform Act 1984 (Cth)

PART B: LIST OF inTERNATioNAL STATUTES REFERRED To IN SUBMISSIONS

Btirge"nohes Gese!, bush (Germany) ^ 947

Code civil (France) arts 565-77

firedo", of/of or. mon^" A, t 2000 (us)

Presiden!iai Recordings andMoterio/s Preservotio}? Koi 1974 (Us)

Pub/^b Records Act 1958 (UK)

Zivi/geset, bush (Switzerland) art 727
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